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relation to others; (2) niyama^ moral discipline in relation to
oneself; (3) dsana^ suitable modes of sitting during medita-
tion ; (4) prdnayama,) regulation of breathing; (5) pratydMra,
retracting the sense-organs from objects of sense ; (6) dMrancl,
negative fixation ofcilta by pinning it to an object; (7) dtydna,
meditations  positive   fixation of citta;   (8) mmddki, perfect
stillness of thought, In which all sense of Individuality is
extinguished.    In the course of these the Yogi is supposed to
win. various miraculous powers (vitMti), in addition to the
5 light of Intuition \ prajMloka.    The last three ant/as col-
lectively make the stage of training  called  samyawa, and
culminate In the condition styled salija sawddhi,' the stillness
of spirit with the seed J3 namely, the seed of future activity of
citta and cod sequent karma ; or what is nearly the same thing.
$am.prajndta samddhi, stillness of spirit in which, however3 the
wttis of citta are not yet paralysed.   To attain the final stage,
this kind of samddki has to be converted Into nirtiija,6 seedless \
or asaw-prajfidta ' unconscious', samddhL    This takes place in
three phases^ called nirddha-parindma, samddhi-parindma-, and
eMgratd-pa/rindma.    In the first of these the activity of the
waking state of citta Is arrested, and its vrttis are temporarily
paralysed; in the second, the power of citta to relate itself to
manifold objects Is destroyed, and Its cognitions are restricted
to a single object of inward or outward perception; in the
third, the two previous conditions are  combined  in equal
proportion.    These are permanent transformations, as a result
of which all sense of objectivity disappears from the matter of
thought, leaving only the Intuition of the distinction between
purusa and prakrti, wherein the purusa shines for ever in its
perfectly pure still radiance.
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8. From the first the method of gnosis which we have
outlined presupposed certain mystic conceptions of the natural
and spiritual world. These in course of time have become
more and more important in the Yogic systems, and have
tended to obscure the philosophical and ethical elements In

